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JAMIE GRAY / The Captain

MADISON ELLIS / MADDOG

AUGUSTUS RACHELS / Gamblin’ Gus

ANA MARGARITA OSPINA/ On the rocks

SOFIE LEE/ Monkey



ABOUT THE SHOW 

Hosted by Matt Iseman, Akbar Gbaja-Biamila, and Kristine Leahy, American Ninja Warrior is based on the 
Japanese series, Sasuke.

The NBC TV show follows competitors in series of obstacle courses in both city qualifying and city finals 
rounds. Contestants who complete the finals course in their area move on to the national finals round. In the 
final round the athletes compete on four-stage course in Las Vegas that’s been modeled after the famed Mt. 
Midoriyama course in Japan. ANW offers a grand prize of $1,000,000.

To date only two competitors, rock-climbers Isaac Caldiero and Geoff Britten, have won the course and 
achieved “Total Victory”. Only one has actually won the cash prize.

Airs Monday Nights 8-10pm on NBC

9 Seasons, 141 Episodes began in December 2009



ABOUT THE COURSES 

City finals
Follow-up to each city qualifying course. Qualifying and finals courses are filmed back-
to-back, usually over two days. The top 15 finishers overall from each city finals course 
move on to compete in the National Finals. In addition, as of season 9, the top two 
women in each city finals are guaranteed to advance, even if they do not finish in the 
top 15. Small prizes ranging from $1,000 to $5,000 are awarded to first, second, and 
third finishers who complete the finals course.

The final course of Mt. Midoriyama is comprised of 4 stages,

Stage 1 
consists of obstacles that test the competitors’ agility and speed. The first stage is 
timed, and only the competitors who successfully complete it within the time limit of 
2:30 advance to Stage 2.

Stage 2 
consists of obstacles that test the competitors’ strength and speed. Competitors 
must complete challenges that strain their upper-body strength (such as the Salmon 
Ladder) without running out of time. Just as in the first stage, only the competitors 
who successfully finish within the time limit of 4:00 move on to Stage 3.

Stage 3 
consists of obstacles that test the competitors’ upper body and grip strength. It is 
the only stage in Mt. Midoriyama that has no time limit. Like Stages 1 and 2, only the 
competitors who successfully comt

Stage 4
75-foot rope climb. Competitors must complete the rope climb and hit the buzzer in 
under 30 seconds.

DEMOGRAPHICS

-Adults 18-49

-Monday night primetime 8-10 PM series - the night’s top-rated and most-watched show
<As of September 2017, American Ninja Warrior is the most watched show over     
Bachelor in Paradise on ABC, Big Bang Theory on CBS and So You Think You Can Dance 
on Fox.>

-Average of 6.2 million viewers per show in the last few seasons

-Nominated for Outstanding Reality-Competition Series Emmy the 2016+17



WORD LIST

Intensity
Story

Family
Dedication

Emotion
Drama

Relationships
Anticipation

Strength
Power

Endurance
Victory

Conquer



DO’S & DONT’S

DO’S

Flat 3D
Human Element

Multiple Cameras
POV Shot

Names of Obstacles
UX/UI Element

DONT’S

Shiny
Realistic

Studio lights



MOODBOARD





STORYBOARD



SHOT BREAKDOWN

1. Cinema 4D wireframe 2. Final render 3. Color correction 4. UX/ UI assets

Final composite



UX/UI DESIGN
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PLAYER INTERSTITIAL



LOWER THIRD



TIMER



TRANSITION



MORTISE



BUMP IN/ OUT



STAGE CARD







































STYLEFRAMES


